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ABSTRACT

Cueva de la Huachizca is located in the humid forests of the Municipio of Santa Clara del Cobre, Michoacán. During the Postclassic period (1300–1520 AD), Santa Clara del Cobre was a part of the Tarascan Señorio. Ethnographic accounts describe the use of Cueva de la Huachizca as a place of refuge during the Cristero Rebellion (1921–1926). Recent investigations suggest a long history of use including graffiti and inscriptions from the 1800s–1900s and a rock art panel. The panel consists of pecked petroglyphs depicting a man facing an eagle, above a spiral motif. Stylistic analysis of the panel suggests that the rock art was created during pre-Hispanic times, likely by the Postclassic Tarascans. As observed in several regions of Mesoamerica, for the Tarascans, caves were also liminal spaces and had an important role in Postclassic Tarascan cosmology. A ceramic resilinera, a pine resin pot, an eagle’s feather, and charcoal were also recovered. The resilinera age was estimated by researchers at Archaeomagnetic Services, Geophysics Institute at the National Autonomous University of México-Campus Morelia, Michoacán to between 1921 and 1980. Ethnographic and ethnohistoric accounts describe caves as houses of fertility and rain deities, an idea that while slightly transformed, has survived over 500 years of colonization, and remains in the communities’ social memories. These findings demonstrate the cave’s significance among the descendent communities and Cueva de la Huachizca as an important sacred site.

INTRODUCTION

Cueva de la Huachizca is located in the humid forests of the municipio, Santa Clara del Cobre near the archaeological sites Itziparátzico and Pátzcuaro. During the Postclassic period (1300–1520 AD), Itziparátzico was part of the Tarascan Señorio. The Señorio was divided into three capitals, Ihuatzio, Pátzcuaro, and Tzintzuntzan. At the time of contact, Tzintzuntzan was the main politico-religious center, from which the Calzonci, or supreme ruler, controlled a multi-ethnic empire spanning over 75,000 square kilometers including Itziparátzico (Alcalá, 2013; Pollard, 2008; Punzo-Díaz, 2014) (Fig. 1). The Señorio consisted of a series of tributary city-states united by the Uacúsecha or Eagle’s Men lineage, (Alcalá, 2013; Pollard, 2008). Santa Clara del Cobre belonged to Itziparátzico, one of the largest and most important metalsmithing towns (Alcalá, 2013; Maldonado and Rehen, 2009; Punzo-Díaz, 2014).

The name “Cueva de la Huachizca” comes from the word huaches, or Indian, which suggests that the cave was primarily utilized by the Indigenous population (Warren, 1990). According to informants from Santa Clara del Cobre, the cave has been known for centuries and remains a part of the communities’ social memory. According to informants, the cave served as a refuge during the Mexican Revolution and Cristero Rebellion (1921–1926). The cave was first scientifically recorded in 2014 by Proyecto Arqueología y Paisaje del Area Centro-Sur de Michoacán (PAPACSUM), directed by José Luis Punzo-Díaz (Punzo-Díaz et al., 2015). Their report (Punzo-Díaz et al., 2015) suggests that the cave is small, composed of a single chamber. The cave was visited again in 2016 by Cinthia M. Campos and Alejandro Valdes-Herrera as part of the Tarascan Caves Reconnaissance, a sub-project of PAPACSUM 2016-2017 (Campos, 2018). This survey found...
a passage heading northward from the known chamber that eventually led to a second, partially blocked entrance. In total, 109 m of passage were mapped, making this one of the longest caves in the area.

CUEVA DE LA HUACHIZCA

This area of Michoacán is part of the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt, and therefore, non-karstic. Geologist Christopher Lloyd (2016) proposes that Cueva de la Huachizca is a flow-band basalt cave (Fig. 2). Flow bands can occur during laminar lava flows if there are differing viscosities in the lava thus segregating the laminar lava flows. Lava draining from a lower flow band leaves an accretionary band above with an open space between the bands as lava drains when the flow ceases from the eruption.

Cueva de la Huachizca (Fig. 3) consists of a single long rift passage oriented north-south that drops some 18 m over its length. The southern or main cave entrance is obscured by large breakdown and measures 3.5 m in width by 2 m in height. Just inside the southern entrance, the cave becomes multi-leveled with a lower passage paralleling the upper passage. The lower passage was deemed unsafe and was not further explored.

In June 2016, the cave was surveyed and mapped. This cave was particularly difficult to map because it is filled with loose sharp basalt breakdown and requires some climbing skills. Due to the complexity of the cave, two experienced cavers from Guadalajara assisted, Christopher Lloyd and Luis Rojas. Despite its relatively small size, it took three days to survey and map the cave. The first survey was conducted with a tandem SUUNTO compass and clinometer. The strong magnetic force inside the cave interfered greatly with azimuth readings, forcing us to restart the survey using a protractor and two small handheld laser pointers. As part of the surface survey, artifacts were photographed, recorded, and collected for further lab analysis. A third visit was dedicated to recording, photographing, and tracing the rock art panel.

The presence of graffiti attest to the cave’s historical use. The eastern and western walls of the southern entrance contain multiple etchings of names and dates of individuals who visited the cave during the late 1800s and early 1900s. A Spanish-style cross measuring 10 cm in height by 6 cm in width is incised in the basalt on the north-facing wall. Carved onto that same panel, just below the cross, is the year 1996. The eastern and western walls of the southern entrance contain multiple etchings of names and visiting dates of cave visitors during the late 1800s and early 1900s. Less graffiti is found at the north entrance and completely absent beyond 50 m north of the south entrance.

South of the main entrance is a spacious chamber measuring 9.5 m long by 3.5 m wide and 3 m at its highest point. Inside the southern chamber, the walls consist of basalt breakdown through which little to no light enters. A looter’s pit...
was found in the southeastern corner of the chamber, seven meters south of the entrance. The looter’s pit is circular in shape and measures 75 cm in diameter and ranges between 5 cm and 10 cm in depth. The pit contained an accumulation of soil and breakdown at its base suggesting that it was dug in antiquity. No artifacts were found in the pit nor in the southern part of the cave.

As the cave lacks skylights, all artifacts documented in the cave were found in the dark zone. At 17 meters north of the south entrance, the first artifact was identified, a partially broken ceramic *resinera*, a pine resin pot, which functioned as a resin lamp when ignited. *Resineras* were used from colonial times into the historic period. The *resinera* measures 17 cm in height, 20 cm in diameter, and 2–3 cm in thickness. It was lodged between two basalt slabs approximately three meters below the walking passage. The *resinera* was found upright, in a section where the sloping basalt walls narrow sharply. Had the *resinera* been smaller in diameter, it would have slipped down into the lower passage which is physically inaccessible. The *resinera* was filled with charred pine resin and small organic fibers possibly used as kindling. The cave’s conditions and location of the ceramic lamp allowed for the excellent preservation of the lamp and its contents.

THE ROCK ART PANEL AND ASSOCIATED ARTIFACTS

At 63.52 m north of the southern entrance, a rock art panel was incised on the east wall (Fig. 4). The panel is etched on a flat section of basalt, clear of lava stalactites. It is noteworthy because the passage opens to a height of 3.5 m, with a full meter of walking surface, as opposed to the narrow sloping 0.5 m wide passages found in much of the rest of the cave. At its highest point, the rock art panel is located 1.60 m above the floor, at eye level for an individual of short to medium stature. The panel, 2.15 m in length and 1 m in height, consists of four motifs. A clearly defined spiral motif is located in the lower north-west quadrant of the panel; the motif is similar to those recorded at Tzintzuntzan (Gómez-Mussenth, 2010; Olmos, 2010). Above this spiral is a line and an arrow pointing south towards the entrance. Above and to the east of the spiral is an image of a man’s head with clearly defined hair combed back and his mouth open. Two thin lines are noted emerging out of the man’s mouth. The man is facing southward and is at the same level as an eagle’s head, which is significantly larger than the man. The eagle motif is facing in a northward direction, looking directly at the man. Tracing of the rock art panel revealed a crown motif above the eagle’s head that was not visible in photographs. The crown is not as deeply incised as the other images; it is very thin and faint compared to the man, spiral, and eagle that appeared to be traced over multiple times. This leads us to believe it may have been added later in time and perhaps using different tools.

On a ledge in the western wall 1.5 m above the floor and across from the rock art panel, a single feather was found. The feather, 27.5 cm long by 6 cm wide, is weathered yet maintains its size and color (Fig. 5). Biologist Dr. Jorge Schöndube, at the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM)-Morelia, identified the feather as a primary feather. Its size, coloration, and features indicate that it may have belonged to an *Aquila chrysaetos*, widely known as a golden eagle (Schöndube, personal communication 2016). Magnified images of the feather show that its calamus, or the hollow point, is intact, suggesting that the feather was not brought in by an animal. The feather’s integrity and context suggest that it was deliberately placed in front of the rock art panel, perhaps as an offering. The feather was found in association with three small pieces of charcoal further confirming human activity. The passage floor below the rock art panel was littered with burnt wood and charcoal. More evidence of burning was found approaching the north entrance, including black soot on the roof of the cave and small fragments of burned wood.
RESULTS OF ARCHAEO MAGNETIC DATING

The resina was analyzed using archaeomagnetic techniques at the facilities of the National Archaeomagnetic Service at UNAM- Morelia. Absolute archaeointensity measurements were performed using the Thellier double heating method (Thellier and Thellier 1959) as modified by Coe et al. (1978). An ASC TD-48 single chamber demagnetizer equipped with the coils to produce magnetic fields and an AGICO JR6-A spinner magnetometer were used for the analysis. A fragment of the resina was broken into 6 samples and pressed into salt pellets to facilitate their treatment as standard paleomagnetic samples. Intensity determination (Fig. 6) was carried out in 14 temperature steps, between room temperature and 560 °C. Temperature reproducibility between two heatings to the same temperature was less than 2 °C and laboratory field intensity was set to 40 μT and held with a precision better than 0.1 μT. During the experiment, several control heatings, so-called pTRM-checks, were carried out. The cooling rate dependence of TRM (Thermoremanent Magnetization) was investigated following a modified procedure described by Chauvin et al. (2000). At the end of experiments, all specimens were heated three more times at 560 °C, to create three consecutive TRMs under the same laboratory field. The three consecutive TRMs were performed at different laboratory assisted speeds, fast, slow, fast. To minimize the anisotropy effect of TRM, each fragment was divided into at least six specimens and embedded in salt pellets in six positions (+X, +Y, +Z) relative to a priori selected direction of the sample. The magnetic field was then applied along the +Z direction. In this way, anisotropy effects were canceled out or at least minimized as showed by Morales et al. (2015).

All six analyzed specimens yielded technically acceptable determinations (Table 1). For these samples, the NRM fraction $f$ used for determination ranges between 0.69 and 0.75, while the quality factor $q$ ranges from 5.7 to 17.5 (Table 1). The individual archaeointensity values obtained in this study range from 39.14 μT to 49.45 μT with a fragment mean value of 44.78 μT. The results of archaeomagnetic dating (Fig. 7) using the last model SHADIF14K of Pavón-Carrasco et al. (2011, 2014) combined with data retrieved from the Teoloyacan geomagnetic observatory (Hernández-Quintero et
yielded a time interval between 1921 and 1980 as the best estimate of the resinera recovered at Cueva de la Huachizca.

**DISCUSSION**

As mentioned, the cave is located in Santa Clara del Cobre, which in pre-Hispanic times was part of the ancient town of Itziparátzico. This archaeological site consists of differentiated habitation areas, a wide variety of ceramic and lithic artifacts, 30 small mounds, and a large yacata (Punzo-Díaz, 2014) confirming Tarascan presence. In pre-Hispanic times Itziparátzico was an important site as it connected the copper mines in the Tierra Caliente region to the Lake Pátzcuaro Basin, where the socio-political leaders of the Tarascans resided. Metals played a significant role in agency and power in pre-Colombian times and their use was limited to the politico-religious elite. According to Relación de Michoacán, metals were considered to be the excrement of the gods. Silver was associated with Xaratanga, the Tarascan water and moon goddess, while gold and copper were associated with Curicaueri, the Tarascan fire and solar deity (Alcalá, 2013; Pollard, 1993, 2008; Roskamp, 2005, 2010a). Therefore, as a copper manufacturing site, Itziparátzico was an important socio-political site for the ancient Tarascans.

Today, the cave is protected as part of the Ejido Salvador Escalante and remains under the protection of the local Indigenous community. According to local Purépecha speakers, to them “any opening into the earth” is considered a cave (Warren, 1990). The association of caves as sacred spaces is further supported by Carrasco's (1952) ethno-graphic studies among the Purépecha communities and Punzo-Díaz's (2018) interpretation of the Relación sobre la Resistencia de Michoacán (Pátzcuaro) (Ramírez, 1959). Therefore, in a non-karst volcanic region, where caves seldomly form, a cave of this size is certainly noteworthy.

### Table 1. Archaeointensity results obtained from the resinera specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Lab Code</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>$T_{\text{min}}$ − $T_{\text{max}}$ (°C)</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>q</th>
<th>$B_{\text{corr}}$ (μT)</th>
<th>Corrected $B_{\text{corr}}$ (μT)</th>
<th>σB (μT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCC1a</td>
<td>97V073A</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>200 − 560</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>45.59</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC1b</td>
<td>97V074A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>250 − 560</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>46.57</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC1c</td>
<td>97V075A</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>250 − 540</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>39.14</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC1d</td>
<td>97V076A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>250 − 560</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>42.39</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC1e</td>
<td>97V077A</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>250 − 540</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>49.44</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC1f</td>
<td>97V078A</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>200 − 560</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>45.54</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$T_{\text{min}}$ − $T_{\text{max}}$ = the temperature interval involved for intensity determination.
n = the number of heating steps used for the intensity determination.
f = the fraction of NRM used for intensity determination.
g = the gap factor.
q = the quality factor as defined by Coe et al. (1978).
$B_{\text{corr}}$ = archeointensity value corrected for cooling rate effect.

Figure 7. Archaeomagnetic dating of the resinera samples using a MATLAB tools provided by Pavón-Carrasco et al. (2011, 2014) using SHA14Kdif model combined with observatory data for the last 100 years.
The feather is significant as it suggests that locals continue to visit the cave. As described in the Relación de Michoacán, both wood and feathers, particularly those of predatory birds, were often presented as ceremonial offerings to the solar deity, Curicaueri (Alcalá, 2013). Interestingly, results from radiocarbon analysis conducted on the charcoal remains recovered at the base of the rock art panel indicated that the samples were post-1950, suggesting continued visits through the 19th and 20th centuries. The archaeomagnetic analysis suggest that the resinera was likely dropped between 1921 and 1980 which is contemporaneous to the Cristero Rebellion (1921-1926) confirming the community’s ethnographic and historical accounts. As a result, we cannot ascertain whether the feather and charcoal were introduced at the same time or by the same individuals. However, it is clear that the artifacts found are not all contemporaneous. This is significant as it links to the pre-Hispanic and colonial past until modern-day, suggesting that the cave remains an important and sacred site to the community.

The rock art found within the cave differs from rock art recorded elsewhere in Michoacán, which often consists of anthropomorphic creatures, geometric designs, handprints, and figures (Gómez-Mussenth, 2010; Olmos, 2010). The rock art resembles images drawn by Indigenous informants in Codice Plancarte, Codice de Huétamo, and the Lienzo de Jujucato or Jicalan (Corona-Núñez, 1986, Roskamp 2005, 2010b) (Fig. 8). This would suggest that the rock art panel was carved during the Late Postclassic or the colonial period. The continuous occupation of Indigenous Purépecha in the region along with the particular iconographic symbols and stylistic form, suggest that the ancient Tarascans are the creators of the rock art panel. As noted, the manufacture of the petroglyphs was not uniform. The lines of the crown above the eagle are much thinner, finer, and shallower. The difference between these lines and the rest of the panel is so stark, suggesting the crown was added later and perhaps with different tools.

This is not to say, however, that the crown is unimportant. We would suggest that a later visit to the cave added the crown above the eagle to update and give a Spanish translation to the eagle motif. Interestingly, the eagle is an early motif associated with rulership in Mesoamerica. Grove (1973) has shown that Olmec sculptures referred to as “altars” are actually thrones. La Venta Altar 4 depicts an individual emerging from a niche in the throne that iconographically represents a cave. The individual wears a headdress in the form of an eagle. The identification of the sculpture as a throne was based on a painting at Oxtotitlan Cave in Guerrero that depicts a man seated on a throne with the same jaguar iconography as La Venta Altar 4. The man on the throne is shown wearing an eagle costume. Thus, the connection between caves, eagles, and rulership dates back to at least 1000 BC.

Anthropologists have emphasized an important class of rituals called “rites of passage” (Brady and Prufer, 2005; Heyden 1975, 2005). Van Gennep (1960) defined rites of passage as ceremonies that marked transitions in social status, age, and/or space or location. He noted that these rites of passage followed a common script in which the individual entered a liminal space where the ceremony was performed and then re-entered a normal space with his/her new status. Liminal space needs to be isolated and distinctively different from “normal” space, making caves ideal liminal spaces. All individuals experience several rites of passage throughout their lives, such as birth, puberty, marriage, and death. Doris Heyden (1975, 2005) stated that caves were frequently the settings for rites of passage, particularly involving the accession to rulership.

The rite of passage is well documented in the Aztec accession ritual. The tlatoani spent the night before taking office in the temple of Yopico praying and bloodletting. The temple was a symbolic cave with a hole in the floor called oztoc, “cave” (Townsend, 1987). A similar rite of passage is described in Fray Jeronimo de Alcalá’s Relación de Michoacán (Alcalá, 2013). According to narratives, Tariacuri, the Calzonci renowned for uniting and forming the Tarascan Señorio, ordered his son and nephews, Hiquingaje, Hiripan and Tangaxoan, respectively, to perform auto-sacrifice in a cave (Alcalá, 2013). Lamina 16 (Alcalá, 2013) shows three young men sitting around a fire in a cave with their ears swollen and bleeding after performing auto-sacrifice (Fig. 9). Upon their return from the cave, Tariacuri made them Señores and assigned each a part of his estate, creating the three Tarascan capitals, Pátzcuaro, Ihuatzio, and Tzintzuntzan.
The association between caves, eagles, and rulership remained prominent even after the Spanish conquest (Castañeda de la Paz and Roskamp, 2013; Roskamp, 2005, 2010a, 2010b). Illustrated in the top left corner in the City of Tzintzuntzan’s 1593 coat of arms is a cave formed by seven stacked rocks across a body of water. Adjacent to this is an image of an island in the middle of the lake, representing the Isle of Janitzio in the center of Lake Pátzcuaro. According to Roskamp (2010b), the cave is symbolic of the creation story describing the Chichimecs exit from the seven caves of the west, or Chicomoztoc, and their migration to the Lake Pátzcuaro basin (De la Rea and Escandón, 1996). The coat of arms is located in the center of the body of a Golden Eagle and raised by Harame and Hireti Thicatame, two Uacúsecha Señores descendants of Tariacuri. The illustration confirms narratives describing how authority was limited to Uacúsecha males and shows eagles and caves as symbols of power (Alcalá, 2013, González-Martínez, 2010, Roskamp, 2005, 2010a, 2010b). This is further supported by the contact period Tarascan Codice de Carapan, in which the eagle holding up the coat of arms is also depicted wearing a crown (see Fig. 8). Thus, it is not coincidental that the crown over the eagle at Cueva de la Huachizca would be etched at a later time. The artistic similarities between the Codice de Carapan and the images found on the basalt within Cueva de la Huachizca suggest that the Tarascan nobles from Itziparátzico carved the rock art panel. Drawing on Sandra Cruz Rivera’s (2019) analysis of pre-Hispanic codices, the two thin lines coming out of the man’s mouth suggest that the individual is emitting sounds or speech directed at the eagle. Thereby, suggesting that the panel depicts a ritual performed in the Cueva de la Huachizca that involved an act of communication between the man and the eagle (Cruz Rivera, 2019).

CONCLUSIONS

This article presents the results of an archaeological survey conducted by PAPACSUM of previously unpublished Cueva de la Huachizca. This study paid particular attention to the rock art panel that stylistically appears to date to the Postclassic Tarascans. The eagle motif and the cave are shown to be associated with rulership from the earliest Mesoamerican iconography. The crown above the eagle motif appears to be a post-conquest addition that confirms our interpretation. We suggest that the panel within the cave indicates that Cueva de la Huachizca may have been used as one part of rituals of passage in the accession of rulers of the nearby site of Itziparátzico. This would make sense since the cave is one of the longest in the area (Rissolo, 2001).

Our survey has documented a long history of the use of Cueva de la Huachizca with graffiti recording visitation during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The dates suggest cave utilization during or after the Mexican Revolution. Archaeomagnetic dating of the resinera to the twentieth century is significant because the range overlaps with the Cristero Rebellion, confirming the stories described by informants that the cave was a refuge for indigenous communities. Finally, it is important to note that Cueva de la Huachizca is a very important and sacred landscape marker for the community members of Santa Clara del Cobre.
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